
 

 

Celebrating our Week         Friday 5th February 2021 

   The infants have been making amazing vehicles this 
week.  We’ve had cars, trucks, aeroplanes, and rockets,                  

some with lots of details and all with wheels made from     
ingenious household items.   We have had lots of fun making compasses and learning about how they 
help us to navigate and the children have plotted their route to school on a map.   We have read interesting    
biographies of Lewis Hamilton and Neil Armstrong and lots of the children have written beautiful biographies of 
people they live with.  One more week to go until a very well deserved half term break but we still have plenty of 
exciting things to do…we’ll see you on Monday! 

 Our Infant Pupils in school and at home 

Our Upper Juniors in school and at home 

Our Lower Juniors in school and at home 

Dear All  

I hope you are still all managing to learn well remotely from home.  Having talked to some parents this 
week, and having seen some tired children on zoom lessons, it seems like the early enthusiasm for 
something different is now being tested.  It is not an easy situation for anyone to be in and we can only 
try our best.  As I’ve said before, schools are required to provide enough work for you but if you know 
your child is working hard and is just struggling to get everything done then be flexible with it.  It was 
Children’s Mental Health Week this week and our Year 5/6 learnt about how important sleep is to main-
taining their health and happiness.  It is important to stick to a routine and ensure that children are still 
going to bed and waking up at similar times to what they would have done had they been coming to 
school. It is also important to talk to your children about any worries they may have as many will be 
missing their friends and their usual social outlets.  Anyway, take care and stay healthy, and please contact us if we can be 
of help.                                                                   
Paul Wilde, Headteacher.   

                      What another great week we have had in the  
                      Lower Juniors, I am both impressed and proud  
                      with your attitude this week. Next week, we are 
going to write our narratives for Moon Dog. In Maths, Y3 are going to continue with statistics and Y4 with fractions. 
In Topic, we are going to start exploring Neil Armstrong’s journey to the moon. In French, we will recap all that we 
have learnt over the last six weeks and begin to look at days of the week.  

                      Another great week of work from Year 5 and 6. 
                      Thank you for all your hard work and              
                      contributions to live sessions. Next week in    
Literacy we will be designing planets which can be visited and inhabited. We will designing in Art and describing 
them ready for some work advertising work after the half term break. We will be continuing our work on Neil Arm-
strong in Topic we look forward to another games session. Let me know if you have any game ideas! 
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Best work of the week was awarded to Emmy for her work writing different endings to the Moondog 
story, Safiya for her work on subtracting with money, Jasmine for completing some super maths worksheets, Finlay 
for his planet biscuits, Alfie for his watercolour dip painting, Daisy and Freya for their junk model vehicles, William for 
his junk model, Thia for her beautifully presented novel, Bella for her James Bond coding mission and Tamsin for 
completing her maths work unaided.   
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